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Olaitan Abdulafeez 
Nigerian poet Olaitan Abdulafeez O. who writes under the pen name "Olaitan Humble" is a pacifist 
who likes to collect quotations and astrophotos. He won the March 2020 edition of Loudthotz Poetry 
Open Reading. He was shortlisted for EW Poetry Prize Award 2020 & SyncityNG Poetry In Times 
Of Corona Prize. Editor at Invincible Quill Magazine and a winner of Ramadan Tercets Maiden 
Literary Contest & JustDeen Poetry Contest, his works are featured and/or are forthcoming in Giallo 
Lit, Ngiga Review, Cultural Weekly, EroGospel, Konya ShamsRumi, Poemify Magazine, the QuillS, 
The Lens Media, Gabi Magazine, Wanderlust Anthology: Timeless & Infinite, First Gong Anthology 
& A Country of Broken Boys Anthology, among others. While he believes poetry heals better than time, 
his literary works have been praised for their minimalism, sensory elements and imagery alike. He 
tweets @olaitanhumble. 

Mehreen Ahmed 
Mehreen Ahmed is an award-winning author, internationally published and critically acclaimed by 
Midwest Book Review. She has written Novels, Novella, Short Stories, Creative Nonfiction, Flash 
Fiction, Academic, Prose Poetry, Memoirs, Essays and Journalistic Write-Ups. Her works have been 
podcast, anthologised and translated in German, Greek and Bengali. She has two masters' degrees and a 
bachelor's (Hon) in English Literature and Linguistics from the University of Queensland and Dhaka 
University. She was born and raised in Bangladesh. At the moment, she lives in Australia. 
 
Twitter: @Ahmed2Mehreen 

MP Armstrong 
MP Armstrong is a disabled queer writer from Ohio, studying English and history at Kent State 
University. Their work appears or is forthcoming in Perhappened, Prismatica Magazine, and 
Hominum Journal, among others, and their debut chapbook, who lives like this for such a cheap price?, 
is forthcoming from Flower Press. Find them online @mpawrites and at 
mpawrites.wixsite.com/website. 
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Jide Badmus 
Jide Badmus is inspired by beauty and destruction; he believes that things in ruins were once beautiful. 
He explores sensuality and healing. Jide’s works have appeared or are forthcoming in The Shore, 
Sub-Saharan, African Writer, Dream Noir Arts, elsewhere. He writes from Lagos, Nigeria.  

Twitter: @bardmus 
Instagram: @instajhide 

Clayre Benzadón 
Clayre Benzadón is an MFA student at the University of Miami, Sinking City's editor, and Broadsided 
Press’s Instagram editor. Her chapbook, “Liminal Zenith” was published by SurVision Books. She was 
awarded the 2019 Alfred Boas Poetry Prize for “Linguistic Rewilding.” Additionally, her work has 
been featured in places including Pussy Magic, Kissing Dynamite, Hobart, and forthcoming in 
ANMLY and Fairy Tale Review. 
 
Twitter: @ClayreBenz 

Atlas Brenner 
Atlas is an aspiring poet and artist. They are currently freelancing and working on their craft. They like 
to write and paint about their experiences with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Atlas can be found 
sharing their interests on Twitter at their handle @atlas_nod. 

Stela Brinzeanu 
Stela Brinzeanu is a writer and poet from Moldova, currently living in London. Her work explores 
issues of identity, memory and displacement. She’s particularly fascinated by the converging lines of 
science, mysticism and consciousness. 
 
You can find her @Stela_oneL. 

Hannah Brown 
In her attempt to bridge the gap between many worlds, including arts and science, Hannah Brown 
writes about science, math, memories, healing, social justice, cultural narratives, trauma, mental illness, 
and a sequence of poems curated for display in bathrooms. She sings her poetry with instruments and 
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a band on stage, speaks it in front of friends and those yet to be friends, and writes it quietly by 
candlelight. She humbly requests that her poetry change the world into one that is healthy and safe for 
all. 
 
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/hannahbrownwriting 

Kristine Brown 
Kristine Brown is a law student who shuffles between poetry, prose, data entry, and wishing she could 
properly fly a kite. Her writing appears in Hobart, Burningword Literary Journal, Nice Cage, among 
others. She has written one novel, Connie Undone. You can read her poems about cats at 
https://crumpledpapercranes.com.  

Diane Callahan 
Diane Callahan strives to capture her sliver of the universe through writing fiction, nonfiction, and 
poetry. As a developmental editor and ghostplotter, she spends her days shaping stories. Her YouTube 
channel, Quotidian Writer, provides practical tips for aspiring authors. You can read her work in 
Translunar Travelers Lounge, Short Édition, Riddled with Arrows, Rust+Moth, and The Sunlight 
Press, among others. 

Twitter: @QuotidianWriter 

SM Colgan 
SM Colgan (she/her) is a bi writer living somewhere in Ireland. Her work focuses on emotion, history, 
sexuality, and relationships, romantic and otherwise. She writes to understand people who are and 
have been, and to ease the yearning in her chest. She has recently had prose published with Emerge 
Literary Journal, Stone of Madness Press and more, and poetry with Lucky Pierre Zine. Twitter: 
@burnpyregorse. 

TaNia Donatto 
TaNia Donatto is a poet from Southeast Texas and a current undergraduate student at Stanford 
University. She intends on majoring in engineering but has a deep love for poetry. Her other interests 
include dance, theater, learning from people's stories, and accessibility in education. She also has work 
in Neuro Logical, NECTAR POETRY, 433 Magazine, and Capsule Stories. TaNia can be found on 
Instagram and Twitter @taniadonatto_.   
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John Dorroh 
Whether John Dorroh taught any high school science is still being discussed. However, he managed to 
show up every morning at 6:45 with at least two lesson plans and a thermos of robust Colombian. His 
poetry has appeared in about 75 journals, including Red Dirt Forum, Feral, North Dakota Quarterly, 
Suisun Valley Review, Blue Moon Art and Literary Review, and Ospressan. He also writes short fiction 
and the occasional rant. 

Aleah Dye 
Aleah Dye (she/her) primarily writes poetry, tending towards topics of morbidity, love, social justice, 
and philosophy. She is dreadfully afraid of imperfection and spiders, in no particular order. She has a 
one-eyed cat named Ivy and a one-track-minded (food!) cat named Rosebud. Aleah hopes to make 
hearts grow three sizes with her words. She is a 2020 Sundress Publications Best of the Net nominee. 
Read her latest work via Door Is A Jar Magazine, perhappened mag, and mineral lit mag. Follow her 
@bearsbeetspoet on Twitter.   

Annelise Edwards-Daem 
Annelise Edwards-Daem is originally from Kent and is just about to start her PhD at Nottingham 
Trent University, exploring dolls, feminism, gender, the Gothic and posthumanism. She enjoys 
reading poetry anthologies and gothic/weird fiction. She has previously been published by 
Nottingham Poetry Exchange, Teen Belle Magazine and All Female Menu. 
 
Twitter: @annelise2828 

Grace Alice Evans 
Grace Alice Evans (she/they) is a LGBTQ+, mixed-heritage poet, writer, sound/visual artist and 
survivor, whose work explores living with mental illness, trauma, recovery, and the dichotomy 
between the inner and outer worlds. Grace’s social media handle is @gracealiceevans. 

Sam Frost 
Sam Frost is a writer who spends her spare time eating bagels, drinking green tea, and writing in her 
phone notes. Find more work at The Hellebore, Kissing Dynamite Poetry, Floodlight Poetry, and 
elsewhere. Find her on Twitter and Instagram @sammfrostt. 
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Mukund Gnanadesikan 
Mukund Gnanadesikan’s poetry and short stories have been published in Adelaide Literary 
Magazine, Ayaskala, The Bangalore Review, Calliope on the Web, The Cape Rock, Tuck Magazine, 
Meniscus Literary Journal, Blood and Thunder, Poets’ Choice, New Verse News, and Dream Noir, 
among others. His first novel, Errors of Omission, is due out in fall of 2020 from Adelaide Books. He 
lives in Napa, CA, where he practices psychiatry. You can follow him on Twitter 
@mukundgnanades1. 

Trevann Hamilton 
Trevann is a freelance writer and poet hailing from the island nation of Jamaica. She's a science nerd, 
book lover and a sports fanatic. She's had her poems published in numerous publications and was 
shortlisted for the Helen Zell Young Writer's Prize in 2019 & 2020. She runs a lifestyle blog: 
www.goodyonabudget.wordpress.com where you can read engaging blog posts. You can check out her 
portfolio and book her for content or copywriting at www.trevannhamilton.com.  You can also follow 
her on Twitter: @minnihunni. 

Doug Hawley 
The author is a little old man who lives in Lake Oswego Oregon USA with editor Sharon and cat 
Kitzhaber (named after a failed governor).  After attaining his career goal of early retirement after 
working as an actuary, he hikes, snowshoes, volunteers at a couple of parks doing manual work, and 
moves heavy things at the non-profit bookstore Booktique (clever, huh). 
 
Website of published stories with word count, location, and short description of a couple of hundred 
publications: https://sites.google.com/site/aberrantword/ 
All the stories in one place: https://doug.car.blog/ 
Twitter: @dougiamm 

Stephanie Jacobs 
Stephanie is a Kansas girl turned LA lady. She is a psychologist who spends her days listening, and is 
venturing out to be seen. She has a penchant for witty comebacks and stained shirts.  

Twitter: @DrStephJacobs 
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Christy Jones 
Christy Jones is a Minnesotan poet, singer, actress, and playwright. She recently completed her MFA 
in Creative Writing from Lindenwood University, and has previously been published in The 
Collidescope, Eunoia Review, Quatrain.Fish, Crux Literary Journal, and Scarlet Leaf Review. She'll 
defend the honor of musical theater, linguistics, empathy, and Duck, Duck, Gray Duck to her dying 
day. Drop by her virtual life on Twitter / Instagram @cjosings. 

Edward Lee 
Edward Lee is an artist and writer from Ireland. His paintings and photography have been exhibited 
widely, while his poetry, short stories, non-fiction have been published in magazines in Ireland, 
England and America, including The Stinging Fly, Skylight 47, Acumen and Smiths Knoll.  He is 
currently working on two photography collections: 'Lying Down With The Dead' and 'There Is A 
Beauty In Broken Things'. His twitter handle is: @EdwardLeeArtis2. 

Alice Lowe 
Alice Lowe writes about life and literature, food and family. Her essays have been published in more 
than eighty literary journals, recently or forthcoming in South 85 Journal, Anti-Heroin Chic, Eclectica, 
Hobart, JMWW, and Gold Man Review. Her work has been cited in the Best American Essays and 
nominated for Pushcart Prizes and Best of the Net. Alice lives in San Diego, California and posts at 
www.aliceloweblogs.wordpress.com.  

Angelina Martin 
Angelina Martin is a poet, comedian, and waitress who lives in Austin, Texas. Her work has been 
published in Okay Donkey Mag, Be About It Press, and Sea Foam Mag and is forthcoming in The 
Hellebore. You can usually find her sharing jokes and feelings on Twitter (@angelinaJmartin) or 
napping next to a body of water.  

Rebecca Minelga 
Rebecca Minelga is a new writer who uses the power of words to navigate the liminal space between 
who we were and who we are becoming. Her agented memoir about training dogs and processing 
trauma is currently on-sub and looking for a publishing home. She left her Boston home to follow her 
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Alaskan husband to Western Washington, where she pretends to homestead while raising two boys 
and an ever-evolving parade of Guide Dog Puppies. 
 
Twitter: @RebeccaMinelga 
Instagram: @rebecca.minelga 
Blog: rminelga.wordpress.com 

Syd Richardson 
Sydney is a human-adjacent thing made from sprite and the dirt from an abandoned blockbuster. She 
spends most of her time writing spooky stories at her blog chatterteeth.blog. 

Jennifer Schneider 
Jen Schneider is an educator, attorney, and writer. She lives, writes, and works in small spaces 
throughout Philadelphia. Recent work appears in The Popular Culture Studies Journal, Toho Journal, 
The New Verse News, Zingara Poetry Review, Streetlight Magazine, Chaleur Magazine, LSE Review of 
Books, and other literary and scholarly journals.  

Boloere Siebidor 
Boloere Seibidor is a Nigerian poet & writer, with works forthcoming / featured in numerous 
magazines/journals, within and outside of Nigeria.  
 
She emerged winner of the Glassdoor Poetically Written Prose Contest 2020, and won honourable 
mention in the 2019 Kreative Diadem Creative Writing Contest. Most times, she also works as a 
ghostwriter. 
 
She enjoys reading, writing, editing, copywriting, and sipping coffee as early as 5am. Boloere is greatly 
inspired by true life experiences, good music, and beautiful sceneries. She tweets @boloere_sod. 

Tara Van De Mark 
Tara Van De Mark is a recovering attorney now writer based in Washington, DC.  Her work has 
appeared or is forthcoming in Hobart, Flash Fiction Magazine, Tiny Molecules and the Closed Eye 
Open.  She can be found at www.taravandemark.com and lurks around Twitter @TaraVanDeMark. 
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Elliott Voorhees 
Elliott Voorhees (they/them/their) is a trans agender poet who loves all that is bright and dreamy. 
Their work has been featured in The Coraddi and Sienna Solstice, and is forthcoming in Monstering. 
You can find them on Twitter @ts_smelliott. 

Sarah Wallis 
Sarah Wallis is a poet & playwright based in Scotland. She has an MA in Creative Writing from UEA 
and an Mphil in Playwriting from Birmingham University. Recent work has appeared in Lunate, Idle 
Ink, Tiny Seed and Finished Creatures, and a monologue was filmed by Slackline Cyberstories during 
lockdown, A Stage of One’s Own. A chapbook, Medusa Retold, is due from Fly on the Wall Press Dec 
2020, you can find her @wordweave and sarahwallis.net 

Kaila Woelk 
Kaila is a mixed-race woman living in Zimbabwe where she's mostly focused on growing the perfect 
cucumbers and writing about the world as she experiences it. She started writing seriously after getting 
her MPhil in Environment, Society, and Sustainability in 2017. She'll be publishing an adult fantasy 
series about radical revolution and magic in the next few months, check out kailawoelk.com for more 
details, or follow her on Twitter @Kaila_Woelk.  
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